
What we did:
We looked at an aerial view of the local area and identified the roads, landmarks, railway lines, 
tube stations. We found local landmarks like Earls Court One and Two, the Exhibition Centres and 
the Empress State Building. In pairs, the children used an A4 aerial photograph to label all the 
areas they could recognise, and after some feedback we went through them all together on the 
whiteboard.
We then explored the masterplan of the future redevelopment, using images from Capital and 
Counties website and talked about the future changes and what it could mean to the local area.
In threes, the children explored a map of the ‘new Earls Court’ together with some computer 
generated images.  They then used post-it notes to add their thoughts and impressions eg. things 
they liked, did not like, questions and concerns.

Seagrave Road Project
SESSION ONE:

Examining the Vision for the Local Area
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What we did:
We talked about what ‘sustainable’ means as a whole class, including looking at pollution, climate 
change and using up the world’s resources. We then watched a powerpoint presentation showing 
the different ways that a new housing development can be made to be sustainable. Some of the 
images shown were from the Capital and Counties myearlscourt website and some from other 
sources, www.energysavingstrust, www.foe.co.uk
The children then made a poster using a plan of the proposed new Seagrave Road housing 
development and a selection of photos of sustainable features such as green roofs, water butts 
and vegetable gardens. They annotated their poster to explain why they thought the different 
features were good for the environment.  We had time to look at a few of the posters while the 
children explained them.

Seagrave Road Project
SESSION TWO:

Sustainable Housing
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What we did:
The Meerkats visited James Allen Nursery school in Barons Court. They met the Head Teacher 
who talked to them about the sustainable features in the building and playground. These included 
solar panels, green roofs on the sheds, recycled rubber play surface, re-claimed rope on the play 
equipment, vegetable growing area, bamboo hedge, recycling area, bird feeders, a bird watching 
platform and low energy lighting. The children explored the area and recorded their main findings 
onto a worksheet. The worksheet was taken back to school to be finished off properly late on. 
Back at school, we had a 5 minute feedback session about what we learned on the visit.

Seagrave Road Project
SESSION THREE:

Local Sustainable Spaces
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What we did:
The class met George Cochrane and Ciaran Quigley from Capital and Counties who are 
responsible for liaising with the local community about the Earls Court regeneration project. 
They explained in more detail about the Seagrave Road part of the development. The children 
had some prepared questions for the visitors and were able to ask them all about the proposed 
changes and how it would affect them in the future. They also told them about their views of the 
development so far.  The children were able to refer to their post-it note activity in Session One 
and raise any concerns they had about the new development with the visitors. A few members 
from each group took some notes so that each group could feed back to the whole class on what 
they had found out.

Seagrave Road Project
SESSION FOUR:

Meeting the professionals
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What we did:
The Meerkats visited Brompton Park, their nearest green space, and completed an environmental 
quality survey to assess the value of the park for people. They also explored the area to find 
suitable habitats for wildlife and used a worksheet to record their findings. We then played some 
environmental games.
We played Bat and Moth...

• One person to be a bat
• One to be a moth 
• A blindfold 
• Plenty of space
Step 1.  The bat is blindfolded, and all the rest of the players stand around the bat in a circle 

about 4m across. 
Step 2.  The moth joins the blindfolded bat in the circle; the objective is for the bat to catch the 

moth. To find the moth, the bat calls out “bat” and immediately the moth must reply with 
“moth”. This is like a bat emitting an echolocation signal and getting an echo back from 
the moth, and then using that echo to work out the direction of the moth.

Step 3.  Every time the bat calls out, the moth must answer, and both the bat and moth can walk 
swiftly (don’t run!) within the circle.

Step 4.  The bat will need to keep calling and to listen carefully for the moth’s replies or “echoes”, 
until it is close enough to catch and “eat” the moth.

Got the hang of it? Now have several bats and several moths at once.

Animal Relay Game

• Lots of small laminated drawings of different animals, each with a different numerical value 
from 1-5 heaped into two separate piles in some dead leaves or grass.

• Two lines of children.
Children run up to the pile of leaves, find an animal and then shout one thing they know about the 
animal before running to the end of the line eg. “I’m a rabbit and I live in a burrow” “I’m a frog and I 
can jump”
Children do this until they run out of animals
Adults can collect the ‘animals’ and count up the scores

Seagrave Road Project
SESSION FIVE:

Visit to Local Green Space
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Habitat Game

Lots of coloured photos of different native animals that live in a park with one piece of information 
written on the back about where they live or what they eat. eg. “Grey squirrel- I live in a tree”
Give one animal card to a pair of children and ask them to put it where they think it should go 
(within a certain area). Then everyone has to go round and find all the different animals and find out 
something about them. 
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What we did:
After talking about our visit last session, and what we liked best about Brompton Park, the children 
watched a short powerpoint presentation about different types of community gardens.They 
found some of the features that we saw at Brompton Park and discovered some that the park 
did not have a wildlife pond or bird feeders. We discussed what things would be ideal to include 
in a garden area within the new Seagrave Road estate that the whole community could enjoy. 
Suggestions included lots of places to sit, bird feeders, a vegetable garden and an eco -shed. 
We the looked at a large plan drawing of a community garden on the board to see how different 
things like ponds, sheds, paths, lawns and flowerbeds can be represented simply when drawing.
The children were given a brief to draw a plan of their ideal community garden, including all the 
different features they wanted to see. They used A3 sheets of paper and pencil. Once they were 
really happy with the plan they were able to colour them in to make them stand out more. We 
were able to look at a few of these plans before the class was over.

Seagrave Road Project
SESSION SIX:

Designing our Community Gardens
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What we did:
We looked at an example of a community garden plan that had been drawn last week.
The children were asked to use their plan as a guide to creating their 3 D model. They were shown 
a model that has already been made in a small plastic seed tray using compost, recycled and 
natural materials plus some art and design materials. The children had brought in some of their own 
recycled bits and pieces that they wanted to use to make things like water butts, ponds and fences.
The Meerkats first constructed the important features of their gardens eg. sheds, trees, paths, 
vegetable areas and benches and secured them to the seed tray with PVA glue.
They were then able to add some compost and grass seed to some of the areas to green them up 
or to use small decorative stones as a surface.
Some of the models were finished in this session but others needed further work!

Seagrave Road Project
SESSION SEVEN:

Creating our Community Garden models
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What we did:
The Meerkats presented their finished models to representatives of the local community and the 
Earls Court project team. Guests included George Cochrane, Ciaran Quigley and Jeroen Bergmans 
from the Earls Court Project team,  John Putnam from the Fulham Society and Cathy Maund from 
Hammersmith Community Gardens Association.
The children sat in groups with an adult visitor to one by one show and explain their community 
gardens. There was also the opportunity for some informal discussion about the project and the 
visitors job or their interest in sustainable green spaces. After 20 minutes, two children gave a short 
presentation about their project to the whole gathering, using the display boards with pictures of 
their work as a visual aid.
We then had some refreshments and looked at the display boards, followed by some group photos 
of the children and their models.

Seagrave Road Project
SESSION EIGHT:

Community Exhibition
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